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Providing effect ive disaster rel ief around the world is a
challenge at the best of t imes, but how do charit ies cope
with a growing responsibi l i ty for proper accounting and
ever-closer stakeholder scrutiny? Alex Blyth

t seems as though there is a new disaster every week.
Already in 2008 there has been the flooding in Burma
and Bangladesh, and the earthquake in China. Those
are just the three disasters that have been laroe

enough to capture the attention of our media. Across
the world there has also been flooding in Ukraine and
Romania, a landslide in Guatemala, an earthquake in
Colombia, and an avalanche in Afohanistan.

Nor are we in the UK safe from these natural disasters.
In recent years flooding has brought tragedy and misery
to thousands. And then of course there are the man-made
disasters, such as the London terrorist attacks of 7 July 2005,
the economic and social catastrophe that is Zimbabwe
and the brutal military dictatorship that still rules Burma.

Fortunately, disaster relief organisations have become
extremely proficient at raising money to help alleviate the
suffering that results from all these disasters.The precedent
was set in 2004 after the Boxing Day Asian tsunami, when
millions and millions of people around the world felt
compelled to do what they could financially to help all
those who were affected.

While this fundraising power enables those charities
to do a great deal of good, it also burdens them with a
responsibility for proper accounting. The sums involved
are now so huge that disaster relieforganisations are facing
ever-closer stakeholder scrutiny, and this is forcing them to

become increasingly professional in their approach to their
finances. These are indeed interesting and challenging
times for anyone involved in disaster relief accountino.

looking ahead
One of the most difficult issues for disaster relief
organisations is that they find it almost impossible to
predict how much they will raise, or even how much they
will need. International medical and humanitarian aid
organisation M6decins Sans Frontidres famously gave back
some of the money it raised following the tsunami, but
to achieve this an organisation needs to keep extensive
records of all donors, something which, given the urgency
of these appeals, is often very difficult.

Helen Elliot is a partner at Sayer Vincent, accountants
to disaster relief organisations such as BOND, Shelterbox
and RedR. She says: 'lt's important that these organisations
establish an infrastructure that can cope with a massive
influx of funds. Many charities got caught out after the
tsunami, as they never expected such a phenomenal
response. Having clear systems and procedures in place
well in advance can make all the difference.,

Tax and the law
She continues:'Another important issue for charities is the
collection of Gift Aid. This can add 4Oo/o on to a donation.
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and so charities are understandably keen to collect it.

Again, fonirrard planning is the key. They need to work with

partners to ensure there's a system in place for gaining Gift

Aid permission from donors.'
Liz Hazell, joint leader of the Charities Group at

PricewaterhouseCoopers, which work with organisations

such as Oxfam, WaterAid and Plan U( says: 'Disaster

relief agencies have issues with restricted funds. Basically'

if someone donates money for a specific cause - say, aid

following a flood - charities have to use it for that cause.

That's why it's usually a very good idea to state on the

fundraising material or donation form that the charity

intends to use it for that cause, but reserves the right to use

it for their more general activities if necessary. This means

that if they raise too much and have an overflow, they

retain a degree of financialflexibility.'

Reporting
Finally, disaster relief organisations often face challenges

surrounding reporting. This is certainly the case with

the Department for International Development, which

imposes strict reporting demands on its beneficiaries, but

a growing number of grant-making bodies take a similar

approach. Andrew Dunnett is the director ofthe Vodafone

Group Foundation, which awards grants totalling around

!36m every year to organisations such as Oxfam, Telecoms

sans Frontidries, and the World Food Programme.

He says: We ensure a proper grant agreement is drawn

up every time, and we only donate to registered charities.

We pay in stages rather than up-front, and we expect

regular, detailed reports. For example, we have a three-

year agreement with oxfam to donate f250,000 a year to

its Bicester warehouse. Oxfam provides us with monthly

and annual reports on what it has bought and how our

donations are being used.'

Dealing with fiaud
However, perhaps the greatest concern for anyone

charged with accounting for a disaster relief organisation

is the prevention of fraud. Almost every disaster is

followed by stories of fraudulent claims by beneficiaries,

and fraudulent activity by individuals posinq as charities.

Every charity operating in this area must ensure its record

is spotless.
Following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the Federal

Emergency Management Agenry in the US said that it

had identified more than 1,500 cases of potential fraud.

The agency said these represented S16.8m (f8.5m) in

improperly awarded disaster-relief money, but the US

Federal General Audit Office went even further, estimating

that the amount of improper and potentially fraudulent

payments could have been as high as 51.4bn.
The challenge of preventing fraud has been mostvividly

demonstrated bythedispatch bytheChinese government

of nearly 10,000 auditors to the areas of Sichuan hit by

the May earthquake. Ordinary Chinese people have

donated millions of dollars for earthquake reliel and the

government is determined to demonstrate to them that

their donations will not be embezzled by local officials,

but will go directly to those who need them most.
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Few charities can afford to send 10,000 auditors to

accompany its disaster relief operations, and so they

need to find alternative ways oftackling fraud. The Asian

tsunami was where these problems were most extreme,

and where many charities learnt how to deal with this.

An improving picture
In early 2005, Ernst & Young lndonesia produced a

toolkit designed to help aid organisations to establish
proper systems of accountability and internal control.

It provides recommendations for how organisations

should manage various process areas, including budget
preparation, inventory managemen! and reporting, and it

has been downloaded by 3,000 organisations so far.

As Hazell at PwCconcludes:'Accounting fordisaster relief

isnt easy, but those organisations learnt a lot during the

tsunami crisis. They're pretty well prepared now. Perhaps,

most importantly, they discovered the importance of

working together, and the Disasters EmergencyCommittee

has proved an excellent way of sharing best practice.'

Disasters will happen and it's essential that these relief

organisations are able to raise enough funds to help those

who need it. lf the UK public is to continue to donate
generously it must have confidence that its donations are

being spent properly. Effective accounting is therefore vital

in these organisations, and we can all be encouraged that

significant progress has been made in recent years.

0xfam
With an annual turnover of around f300m, Oxfam is one

of the largest disaster relief organisations in the UK. lt

raises these funds from a combination of its own specific

appeals, such as one it is currently running for the growing

food crisis in East Africa, from its share of funds raised

by the Disasters Emergency Committee, from grants

from institutions such as the EU and the Department for

International Development, and from profits from more

than 700 shops.
For John Shaw, FD, the key to effective accounting

is having the right systems and people in place. 'When

I joined in 20O2, our systems were nowhere near as

sophisticated as they are now,' he says. 'ln the past few

years the organisation has grown, and our stakeholders

now rightly expect us to be more accountable. This has

meant we've needed to invest in enterprise systems just

as a private sector organisation of our size would do, and

Oxfam uses the Oracle software PeopleSoft to capture

information from around the world, and pull it all together

in a systematic accounting structure.
'We've also invested in the people in our finance teams

around the world. There are 40 at head office in Oxford,

eight regional teams of between five and eight people

each, and then further teams for each country where we

operate, appropriate to the scale of our activity. Ultimately

we are accountable not only to our donors, but also to our

beneficiaries, and this level of accounting resource means

that we can involvetrained finance professionals at an early

stage in every project. This is instrumental in ensuring that

every project is properly planned, financed and managed

and so successfully delivered.'

If the UK public
is to continue to
donate generously
it must have
confidence that
its donations
are being spent
properly

Following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita,
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency in the US said that it had
identified more than !,500 cases of
potential flaud
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